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Abstract - Embedded Systems complexity has To enhance this declining productivity, one will
been increasing drastically in recent years. have to exploit the principle of "design-and-reuse"
This had a negative impact on the product to its full potential [4]. This will require us to design
development cycle (PDC). The increasing and develop a component library. Then, a system
software and hardware concurrency, and the (subsystem) would be composed of reusable sub-
need for architectural optimization, have also systems (components). For example, a Network-
complicated the PDC. One way of enhancing on-Chip (NOC) architecture can serve as a
system productivity is to exploit the principle reusable communication sub-system for an
of "design-and-reuse" to its full potential. embedded device [5]. This NOC architecture may
Component-based design is one effective way comprise of components such as, routers, input
of implementing "design-and-reuse". and output buffers, network interfaces, switches,
However, given a library of components with virtual channel allocators, schedulers and switch
varying performance parameters and quality- allocators. To develop a system from such
of-service metrics, it is often difficult to select reusable components, one will have to design and
the right components that will satisfy the develop variants of each component. For
system requirements. In this paper, we example, buffer size is a customizable parameter
develop an automated process of component for an input buffer. Similarly, scheduling criteria
selection. We further demonstrate the provides customizability for a scheduler. For these
proposed methodology by applying it for components to be reusable, we should properly
component selection for a network-on-chip define their attributes, methods, concurrency
(NOC) architecture. signals, customizable parameters, and

performance characteristics [3]. Attributes are the
INTRODUCTION inputs and outputs of a component, methods

represent functions of a component, customizable
A system design process is inherently complex. parameters refer to possible customization that
The design involves multiple representations, can bring a change in component performance,
multiple (design) groups working on different concurrency signals refer to interfacing signals
design phases, and a complex hierarchy of data and conditions for composing systems
and applications [1]. The different groups bring (subsystems), and performance characteristics
different perspectives towards system design. refer to QoS metrics such as, area, power
System or product inconsistencies arise primarily consumption and latency. The performance
due to the lack of appropriate communication parameters will have to be abstracted using either
among various design teams. For example, the a bottom-up annotation process such as, SW
concerns of a hardware (HW) design engineer are estimation, SW emulation, and rapid-prototyping,
different from those of a software (SW) designer, or a top-down annotation process such as
and very often, they are unable to understand and subsystem modeling or literature survey [6]. Thus,
address each others problems [2]. Such issues for components to be used as reusable building
lead to an increased PDC length and product blocks, we must properly define their interfaces
development cost, thereby reducing system and encapsulate their performance metrics for
design productivity [3]. various useful parameter combinations, in order to
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help the architect make informed decisions. One component library, such that to satisfy system
should use a middle-out design philosophy, where requirements and specifications. In Figure 1, we
the system is modeled using the top-down show two different techniques (Semantic Web,
approach from a system specification document, and a Greedy Approach) for the component
and performance parameters are abstracted using selection process. We propose to use non-linear
the bottom-up or top-down approach. regression analysis to construct dependency

relationships between various component
We need to address this problem in two parallel parameters and performance characteristics. This
phases. The first phase will model a reusable dependency can be used to impose a certain
component library. The second phase will model order among components, in terms of their
an automatic process for selecting, from the performance characteristics, and allows a more
component library, a subset of components that informed search through the component library.
satisfy a set of given functional and QoS One can initially develop a non-linear multiple
performance requirements. Such a model would regression model. These equations must be able
allow architects to make informed decisions that to specify performance parameter as a function of
could reduce the scope of the multidimensional various component parameters. For example, for
search in the design space. Such decisions (like, a NOC architecture, we can define latency as a
choosing the number of processors, HW/SW function of buffer size, routing algorithm, and
partitioning or reusing specific software or scheduling criteria. Similarly, area and power
hardware components) have the potential to consumption can also be defined as a function of
significantly enhance the productivity of the different component parameters. Such a
system design. regression model will provide one with a rough

estimate of the performance dependency with
In this paper, we present an integrated respect to the component parameters. Therefore,
methodology for system design that addresses a system architect can observe the parameter
three main concerns: (1) designing reusable which impacts the most the system performance
component(s); (2) developing a middle-out and use this information when selecting
philosophy for abstracting performance components. For example, we might see that
parameters for annotation; (3) developing an increasing the buffer size from 1 to 5 decreases
automated process of component selection. the system latency and increases the area

linearly; but increasing the buffer size from 5 to 10
INTEGRATED SYSTEM MODELING does not impact the latency, although it still

METHODOLOGY increases the area linearly. Based on this
information we can narrow down our component

Figure 1, shows the basic overview of this search for buffers of size up to 5. In this paper, we
integrated methodology. As seen in this figure, we briefly discuss both proposed techniques for
propose to develop a concurrent system model component selection but limit our detailed
from system requirements and specifications. discussions to the Greedy approach for
Such a model will define component(s) interfaces component selection.
and will also help in separating the design
concerns, by properly partitioning the system into Component Selection using Semantic
sub-systems and components. We have Web
discussed this aspect in detail in [3], [7], [8]. Once
the system components and interfaces are Semantic Web utilizes document layering to
identified, a system must be modeled in a system provide differing levels of context to information.
level modeling environment such as MLDesigner Using these layers to provide context to database
(MLD). MLD will allow making system level trade- information allows for more efficient and intelligent
offs among cache size, number of processor, HW- database queries. One of the applications of these
SW partitioning, etc. [9]. Performance numbers queries is to search component databases for the
can be annotated and fed back into MLD reuse of components in new designs. Two
modeling for making these key design decisions possible approaches are as follows. The first
[6]. We refer to this part of the flow as the approach uses web based user interfaces with
component modeling flow. Component selection Java's JENA framework, it applies Semantic Web
flow is another important aspect. We must be able to an XML document for querying, OWL for
to select the right components from the component definitions and a super site that
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Figure 1. An integrated methodology for designing a reusable component library
and for component selection

combines the query and the definitions to create technologies in several key areas. First the
multiple configurations based on available component site uses OWL ontology to create its
components, query criteria and local restrictions, component references demonstrating the creating
The second approach uses Eclipse's SWeDE and storage ability. The super site displays
(Semantic Web Development Environment) and knowledge integration by utilizing the definitions
IODT (Integrated Ontology Development Toolkit) stored in the query and component sites to define
plug-ins to interact with the same files. In the first it. This also shows limited inference capability.
approach, the super site uses an OWL document
to define a configuration as a grouping of one or A Greedy Approach for Component
more components that meet a query. It then uses Selection
the definitions of a component and a query, from
the two other sub-sites, to clarify the definition of a Component selection is the problem of choosing
configuration. Then the site is presented with a a subset of components from a set of
query and a list of components to select from, and components, such that the resulting system
configurations are produced. The query and the satisfies certain functional requirements and QoS
component sub-sites are there own separate promnerqieet.I hspprw

entiies.Theueryis asedoff f anXML assume that each component satisfies exactlydocument that contains the search criteria and an on ucinlrqieetadi.hrceie
ontology that defines what a legal query is. The by a set of customizable component parameters
component site is based off of component sqpecific to the functional1ity/ assured. For examnple
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components. Therefore, our component selection the choices of components made so far,
problem becomes selecting one component from backtracking is required in order to allow us to
each set of components satisfying a certain follow a different path in our search space.
functional requirement, such that when integrating Backtracking also enables finding more than one
the selected components the resulting system solution. Different heuristics can be used in
satisfies the given QoS requirements. determining the "best" component to be chosen at

each step. NaTve approaches will result in longer
Formally, we can express our component searches as they would require a lot of
selection problem as follows. Let F be a set of n backtracking. In our initial work we propose an
functional requirements: F = {f-, f2,.f-,fn}. Let SI, approach in which we construct a heuristic based
S2, ..Sn be distinct sets of components, each set on the dependency between the component
Si containing all components that satisfy the parameters and the QoS parameters. The
functional requirement f1. Components in a set Si purpose of this dependency is two fold: first, it can
are assumed to be distinct, that is, they have be used to eliminate components that do not
distinct component parameter values. Let R be a satisfy certain QoS requirements, thus reducing
set of given QoS requirements. Our component our search space, and secondly, it can be used to
selection problem can be expressed as finding n impose a certain order among components, in
components, cle SI,, C2E...S2..... CnE Sn, such that terms of their performance, that would allow a
the system resulting by combining cl, c2, .., cn more informed search through the candidate
satisfies all the QoS requirements in R. solutions space. The Greedy algorithm proposed

in this paper is given in Figure 2.
Finding the optimal combination of components
requires an exhaustive approach in which all In our approach, we classify our requirements
potential combinations are evaluated. However, based on their dependencies on the component
due to the very large size of the search space, parameters in two categories: component-level
such an exhaustive approach is unfeasible, as it and system-level. The component-level category
has a very high computational cost [11]. Greedy includes requirements directly related to the
algorithms can be used for approximation [12], as parameters of a component, and the system-level
they have lower computational complexity. For our category includes requirements related to a
problem, a Greedy approach would involve combination of components. Component-level
choosing at each step the component that requirements are used in the Greedy search to
"seems" (at that point) to be the most helpful in select the "best" component to be chosen at each
achieving our performance objectives. If at any step. Specifically, a component-level requirement
step we detect that the objectives (QoS can be used to eliminate some of the components
requirements) can no longer be satisfied based on

1. Divide the set of requirements R into two sets: L, containing component-level (low-level)
requirements and H, containing system-level (high-level) requirements

2. For each set of components Si corresponding to a functional requirement fi do:
2.1. For all re L, if r is directly related to a component parameter do:

2.1.1. Eliminate those components from Si that do not satisfy r
2.1.1. Order the remaining components in Si according to the magnitude by which

they satisfy rand mark them as unvisited

3. Set = 1;

4. While (i <= n) do:
4.1. Select the first unvisited component in the ordered set Si
4.2. For all re H, if the components selected so far do not satisfy r do the following:

4.2.1. Mark the component selected from Si as visited
4.2.2. If there are unvisited components in Si goto step 4.1.

Else mark all components of Si unvisited and = i-1 and goto step 4.1.
4.3. = i+1;

5. If < n then no combination of components can satisfy the given requirements
Else a combination of components satisfying the given requirements has been found

Figure 2. Greedy algorithm for component selection
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(those that do not satisfy that specific potential combinations of buffers & schedulers,
requirements) and/or to impose a certain order on out of which we are searching for the optimal
the remaining components according to the combination that satisfies certain performance
magnitude by which they satisfy that requirement. requirements. Our requirements are as follows:
On the other hand, system-level requirements are first, the buffer size should be no less than 3;
used to determine the backtracking points in our second, latency for high, medium and low priority
Greedy algorithm. Specifically, system-level packets should be no greater than 30ns, 35ns and
requirements can be used to determine if a certain 70ns respectively; and third, the number of gates
combination of components, that does not satisfy (or area) used by the selected components should
these requirements, has been reached. be minimized.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS The first requirement, that the buffer size should
be no less than 3, is a component-level

We illustrate our Greedy approach with a requirement. It has a direct relationship with the
simplified example of selecting the components component parameter size of the buffers set, and
for a 4x4 mesh based NOC architecture. A 4x4 therefore, it can be used to eliminate immediately
mesh based NOC is a multi-core architecture with those components that do not satisfy it. Our
16 producers and 16 consumers. NOC is based second requirement, that latency for high, medium
on packet switching protocol [10] and can be used and low priority packets should be no greater than
for designing complex embedded systems. NOC 30ns, 35ns and 70ns respectively, is related to a
can improve design productivity by supporting combination of components and therefore, it is a
modularity and reuse of complex cores, thus system-level requirement. The third requirement,
enabling a higher level of abstraction in the that the number of gates should be minimized, is
architectural modeling of future systems. Some of directly related to the buffer size, as well as, the
the NOC components are: Input and Output Buffer scheduling criteria. Therefore, it is a component-
(B), Producer (P), Consumer (C), and Scheduler level requirement and can be used to impose an
(S). Each of these components can be modeled order within the components in the buffers set and
either as hardware or as a software process. This schedulers set. The components in the schedulers
NOC architecture offers various performance set are ordered based on the number of gates
tradeoffs. For example, one would be able to required for each scheduling criteria. The
analyze the impact of a particular routing strategy component in the buffers set can be ordered
or scheduling criteria in terms of latency, power either based on the number of gates required for
consumption and area. In practice, about 60% of each scheduling criteria or based on the number
the area of the communication backbone will be of gates required for each buffer size. The later
occupied by the buffers. For a 4x4 mesh based ordering is chosen at random for our example.
NOC, there will be 160 buffers. Thus, the buffer The ordering of components in the buffers and
size is one of the key parameter of NOC schedulers sets is shown in Figure 3. The red
architecture. Other key performance parameters bars indicate that buffers of size 1 and 2 have
are leakage power consumption and system been eliminated (based on the first requirement).
latency for high, medium (mid) and low priority
data traffic. 15,000

XN 10,000
In our simplified example, the two sets of 0
components each satisfying a certain required 2 '..00
functionality are buffers and schedulers. The 1 2 3 4 5 10
parameters for these components are as follows: Buffer size
size and scheduling criteria for buffers and.I.
scheduling criteria for schedulers. We assume 6
possible values for the buffer size: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

algorithm: PB (Priority Based), PBRR (Priority FCFo E FRPF
Based Round Robin), RR (Round Robin) and FF S R E<
FCFS (Frst Come Filrst Served). We also assume lhdigaor
that the scheduling criteria used by the buffer and Figure 3. Ordering of components in the
scheduler are the same. This results in 6*4 = 24 buffers & schedulers sets
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The ordering established based on requirements combination does satisfy the latency requirement.
one and three is used in the Greedy algorithm. Therefore, at this point we have a potential
Based on that ordering, a buffer with size 3 is solution. However, this might not be the optimal
selected first from the buffers set and than a solution that minimizes the number of gates. The
scheduler with a FCFS algorithm is selected from reason is that the components in the buffers set
the schedulers set. The resulting combination is are only ordered based on one dimension, the
checked against the system-level requirement. area occupied by the buffer size and not based on
The latency for all combinations of components is the area occupied by the buffer's scheduling
presented in Figures 4a, 4b and 4c for high, criteria. It is possible that the area of a larger size
medium and low priority packets respectively. buffer with a different scheduler is smaller than

our potential solution.
io PB=

Ei PBRP ~~~An exhaustive approach would require
FCFS,,,,.,,,,,' m --F Andetermining all combinations of components and

80 //. F _r $ l c :1 11 11 l than checking all combinations against all the
bo < 1 3 11 1 0 | 111FCF requirements. The result of eliminating the

RR components and combinations of components
0 3 ~~~~~~~~thatdo not satisfy the buffer size and latency

1 2 3 4 5 10 requirements is illustrated in Figures 5a, 5b and
Buffer size 5c for high, medium and low priority packets. The

(a) Latency for high priority packets combinations that satisfy the requirements are
marked green, those that do not are marked red.
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l
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(b) Latency for medium priority packets (a) High priority packets
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(c) Latency for low priority packets (b) Medium priority packets

Figure 4. Latency for all combinations of
buffers and schedulers 10

According to the data from Figure 4, the latency 80
requirement is not satisfied by our first 6-FF
combination of components and therefore, our20-PR
algorithm will backtrack, and the next scheduler in 1 2
our ordered set of schedulers will be chosen. A Buffersize
scheduler with a PB scheduling algorithm is (c) Low priority packets
selected and the new combination of components
is checked against the latency requirement. Figure 5. Combinations satisfying the first two
According to the data from Figure 4, this requirements (green bars)
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